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Thanks to FurBall®, removing fur, hair, and debris from 
your laundry just got a whole lot easier!

Just toss a FurBall® (or two) into your next load of laundry for hands free 

fur removal with your newest pet hair remover. Our FurBall® is uniquely 

shaped to remove fur, prevent wrinkles and static, and soften laundry by 

creating a light scrubbing effect in the washer and a gentle beating effect 

in the dryer. Our proprietary material, RSX™, balances the static charge 

in the dryer and allows for the removal of pet hair and other unwanted 

debris from your laundry. Coming in a reusable pack of two, our FurBall®, 

will help make your laundry fur free!





FurBall® Use Cases:

Why FurBall®?

• Hair/Fur Removal

• Wrinkle Prevention

• Reducing Static

• Quicker Drying Time

• Replacing Toxic Dryer

• Sheets

• Softening Clothes

• Eliminating Need For 

  Manual Cleaners Like

  Lint Rollers

• Replacing Fabric

  Softener

• Sensitive Skin

Machine
Washable
Product

Welcome to
Furless Laundry

Reduce Fur, Lint & Debris
Fur on clothing can be a time-consuming pain point for pet parents, having to spend extra time with 
a lint roller or other manual cleaners. Thanks to FurBall®, fur removal is hands free and can be done 
from the comfort of the washer and dryer to keep pet parent laundry furless!

Prevents Damage to Clothing 
Gentle enough for furbaby delicates, our proprietary RSX™ material is soft with a smooth texture 
to be gentle on clothing and not cause wear and tear, instead working to revive fabrics with its 
material and shape. 

Prevents Wrinkles and Static
Besides just fur removal, FurBall® can help reduce wrinkles and static by separating wet laundry in 
the dryer, and gently “beats” out all potential wrinkles. Our proprietary RSX™ material neutralizes 
the potential static charges of fur and lint on laundry as well as laundry items clinging together.

Get Laundry Done More Effitiently
Thanks to the patent-pending design of FurBall®, and the separation of laundry in the dryer, it 
allows warm air to dry clothes quickly and efficiently. This can reduce the drying time needed by 
15-25%, saving pet parents time, energy, and ultimately money!



Pet Hair Remover for Laundry

Patents Pending 2 FurBall® per Pack

FurBall®

1 Style | 2 Color Options

Blue

Thanks to FurBall®, removing fur, hair, and debris 

from your laundry just got a whole lot easier! Just 

toss a FurBall® (or two) into your next load of laundry 

for hands free fur removal with your newest pet hair 

remover. Our FurBall® is uniquely shaped to remove 

fur, prevent wrinkles and static, and soften laundry 

by creating a light scrubbing effect in the washer and 

a gentle beating effect in the dryer. Our proprietary 

material, RSX™, balances the static charge in the 

dryer and allows for the removal of pet hair and other 

unwanted debris from your laundry. Coming in a 

reusable pack of two, our FurBall®, will help make your 

laundry fur free!

FurBall® comes in a convenient, reusable pack of 2 for the best furless laundry experience. For smaller 

or less furry loads, use one FurBall® in the washer and dryer. For larger or furrier loads, use both in 

the washer and dryer!  Pet parents love using both in all loads, and will often return to their favorite 

neighborhood Pet Parents® Pawtner to buy another pack (or two) of FurBall®! 

How it Works

Toss a FurBall® 
(or two!) into your 
washer or dryer

FurBall® acts as an 
agitator and scrubs 
clothing in the washer to 
loosen fur and debris

FurBall® gently beats 
clothing in the dryer 
to separate clothing, 
prevent wrinkles 
and static, and most 
importantly remove fur

Fur is caught in 
the lint trap of 
the dryer!



FurBall® Packaging

Large Window:
To provide customers 
the ability to see the 
product

Minimalistic Design:
To provide a clean look in stores 
and keep the focus on the product

Easy to Display:
Set the slim, space-saving boxes neatly on a shelf 
or use hang tag to hang product 

Use Instructions:
Reduce returns & phone calls with questions with our 
instructions on the back so pet parents can easily take care of 
their items

Product Diagram:
Educates pet parents with 
product features



Provide solutions for senior furbabies’ ultimate comfort with FurBall® 
to keep their diapers and belly bands fresh, their Forager™ Mat or Bowl 
debris-free for their next meal, and their favorite Pawtect® Blanket 
fluffy for their next nap in a sunbeam. Carry additional health and care 
products with SoftSupps® and Pet WiPees™.

Offer FurBall® as a fur remover for laundry, and with it suggest Skin & 
Coat SoftSupps® and Pet WiPees™ Dog All Purpose + Skin & Coat or 
Pet WiPees™ Cat All Purpose to help promote healthy skin & coats and 
prevent excess shedding. Offering SoftSupps® and Pet WiPees™ can 
also promote repeat purchases and increase average order value.Pet Parents® is your One Stop Shop for all problems pet 

parents face. Bundle our range of complete product lines 
to become the go-to place for pet parents and the variety 
of solutions they need, without the hassle of dealing with 
multiple vendors and distributors!

FurBall®

One Stop Shop

FurBall®, Forager® Mats and Bowls, Pawtect® 
Pads, Pawtect® Blankets, Belly Bands, Dog 
Diapers, SoftSupps® (Hip & Joint, Multivitamin, 
Turmeric & Curcumin), PetTergent®
and Pet WiPees™.

FurBall® , Skin & Coat SoftSupps®,
Pet WiPees™ Dog All Purpose + Skin & Coat, 
and Pet WiPees™ Cat All Purpose.

FurBall®, Forager® Bowls and Mats, Dog 
Diapers, Belly Bands, Pawtect® Blankets, and 
PetTergent®.

FurBall®, Pawtect® Pads, Pawtect® Blankets, 
Forager™ Bowls and Mats, Multivitamin 
SoftSupps®, Split Elk Gnawtlers®, PetTergent®
and Pet WiPees™

Adult & Senior Pets Products:

Shedding Products:

Give pet parents peace of mind when doing laundry, knowing that the 
products they use are providing a thorough, safe clean for their pets. 
Use FurBall® with Forager™ Bowls and Mats to loosen up food debris, 
and when washing Pawtect® Blankets instead of toxic dryer sheets that 
could stick to furbaby laundry. 

With new puppies come many laundry loads. On top of puppy 
necessities like Pawtect® Pads, Pawtect® Blankets, & Pet WiPees™ for 
home protection and cleanliness, and Split Elk Gnawtlers® & Forager™ 
for puppy enrichment, carry FurBall® to help make laundry more 
efficient for new pet parents and keep their puppy products lasting 
longer!

Furbaby Safe Laundry Products

New Puppy Essential Products:



FurBall®

Solution: FurBall®, PetTergent®, Premium Pet Blankets, and 
Pawtect® Blankets

Solution: FurBall®, Premium Pet Blankets, Pawtect® Blankets, 
Pawtect® Pads, Forager® Mats and Bowls,  Diapers,Belly Bands, 
and PetTergent®.

Static-free Laundry

Machine Washable & Reusable

Offer pet parents a bundle of solutions, for any need, 
with our wide range of product lines that pair together to 
provide furfamilies support to their unique needs. 

A Solution
for any Pet 
Parent Need



Solution: FurBall®, and Forager™ Mats and Bowls

Freshest Meal Time



Ready to become a Pet Parents® Retail Pawtner? Here’s how it works.

1

2

3

4
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Pet Parents® Ordering Process Want to see Wholesale Pricing?

Go to petparentswholesale.com and click “join us” to create an account for our wholesale 
website.

Fill out the dealer application on the wholesale website and one of our pack members will 
notify you once approved.

Upon approval, you will receive an email from the website giving you access to the 
wholesale portal.

Use the email to navigate back to the website, sign-in, and place your first order!

After your payment is entered and your order is placed, a Partner Success member will 
add shipping cost and our warehouse team will begin picking and packing your order.

FurBall®

One Size
FGB020V1

$ 16.99
MSRP

This system is set up so that ordering, managing 
products ordered, and keeping an eye on your account 

is hassle-free!

Email sales@petparentsbrand.com or apply to become a
Pet Parents® Pawtner at petparentswholesale.com.



Thanks for
exploring
FurBall®!

Toss us a message:
sales@petparentsbrand.com

petparentswholesale.com
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